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.',
FROM:Rep,TonyDeluca ffi
SUBJECT: Proposed legislation - drug forfeiture funds (HB 652 of 2009)

In the near future I will be re-introducing legislation amending Title 42, the Judicial
Code, to require that whenever a municipal police agency was substantially involved in
the seizure of property ultimately forfeited by the court, the proceeds shall be distributed
so as to allocate at least 25o/o of the proceeds of any sale of said property to th.at
municipal police agency. If more than one such agency was involved, the courl is then
directed to determine how that 25o/o of the proceeds shall be distributed between thosg
local agencies.

As we continue our war against illegal drug use and sales. in many instances the. county
in which the case ultimately comes to trial, reaps the entire benefit of any sale proceeds
of property forfeited at conviction. In sorne cases, that can be a substantially large sum of
money.

The fact is that in most cases, the local police force, in a municipality, a township or a
borough, for example, contri6uted a good deal of man-hours, and equipment in the events
that led up to, and including, those arrests. However, the county is nbt required to share
any of the proceeds it receives from property forfeiture sales with those local police
agencies, even though they assisted them with the investigation and/or the arrest.

My bill would simply require that at least 25o/o of any proceeds from properly forfeitures
by shared with the local police agencies that were involved in the case. This is simply to
recognize the time and money these local agencies spend in such cases, but may not
receive the benefit of any proceeds gained.

If you would like to add your name as a co-sponsor to this legislation, please send an
email to ldolfi@,pahouse.net. Thank you.
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